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The open-field test, which measures animal activity or distance covered by individuals subjected to
a novel arena, is used frequently in behaviour studies. Studies generally report consistent individual
differences in activity level in the open-field, but no study has tested whether individuals change their
activity level differently within a single open-field test. If such differences exist, then the reliability of
activity levels measured over the whole test may be affected by the duration of the test. Here, we present
analyses showing how a reaction norm approach can be used to account for individual differences in
temporal activity patterns. Specifically, we measured individual temporal patterns of activity in wild
eastern chipmunks, Tamias striatus, and house mouse, Mus musculus, strains by decomposing the total
duration of open-field tests into successive shorter time intervals. Open-field tests on chipmunks and
mice lasted 3 min and 5 min, respectively. We detected repeatable individual and strain differences in
temporal activity patterns. Activity during the first time interval (at the beginning of the test) was
positively correlated with activity measured over the whole test, meaning that short tests yield a valid
measure of activity in chipmunks and mice. We recommend analysing open-field data using random
regressions to obtain activity measurements that are robust against differences in temporal activity
patterns.
� 2010 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Students of animal behaviour often need to measure and
compare activity levels of individual animals. For example, activity
can be measured as the distance moved in a novel arena during
a given length of time. Because this procedure involves subjecting
animals to an environment free of refuges, it has been called an
open-field test (Archer 1973; Walsh & Cummins 1976). Activity
displayed by animals during open-field tests is used to study some
aspects of memory and spatial abilities (Kalueff et al. 2006), to
detect behavioural genetic differences between selected lines
(Koolhaas et al. 1999) or strains (Wahlsten et al. 2003; Lalonde &
Strazielle 2008), and to examine the effect of drug treatments on
behaviour (Corey 1978; Szechtman et al. 1994; Choleris et al. 2001).
The open-field test was originally designed to test rats and mice
under standardized laboratory conditions, but has been adapted to
study an array of species including fishes (Huntingford 1976;
Wilson et al. 1993; Bell 2005) and birds (Verbeek et al. 1994).
Some studies used a modified arena, enabling the open-field test to
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be conducted outside the laboratory (Boon et al. 2007; Martin &
Réale 2008).

When subjected to an open-field test, some individuals are
consistently more active than others (Fraser et al. 2001; Carere et al.
2005; Boon et al. 2007; Martin & Réale 2008). Laboratory studies
show that consistent differences in activity levels reflect individual
variation in neurophysiological responses of animals to a stressful
situation (Archer 1973; Koolhaas et al. 1999). These neurophysio-
logical mechanisms are linked to behavioural differences in
a variety of contexts (e.g. social interactions and antipredator
behaviour; Reeder & Kramer 2005). This explains why animals that
are more active during open-field tests are also bolder or more
aggressive towards conspecifics (Benus et al. 1989; Koolhaas et al.
1999; Carere et al. 2005). When correlated across contexts, such
differences have been documented between individuals within
wild populations (Boon et al. 2007; Martin & Réale 2008) and
within artificially selected strains or inbred lines (Benus et al. 1989;
Verbeek et al. 1994; Koolhaas et al. 1999; Drent et al. 2003). Similar
patterns exist between natural populations experiencing different
predation regimes (Bell & Travis 2005; Dingemanse et al. 2007),
and between species of the same taxon (Wilson et al. 1976). These
differences in activity are thus a widespread phenomenon in
animals.

Previous studies suggest that individuals might not only differ in
their overall activity level, but also in how their activity level varies
by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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over time within a single open-field test (termed temporal activity
pattern; Koolhaas et al. 1999; Drent et al. 2003; Carere et al. 2005).
Indeed, some individuals might be highly active at the beginning of
the test, but decrease their activity rapidly over the following
seconds or minutes (e.g. individual ‘i’ on Fig. 1a), while, at the other
extreme, some individuals could express moderate, but more stable
levels of activity over time (e.g. individual ‘k’ on Fig.1a; Sluyter et al.
1996; Koolhaas et al. 1999; Campbell et al. 2003). Differences in
temporal activity patterns have been briefly reported by Wilson
et al. (1976), however, no study has aimed at quantifying indi-
vidual temporal activity patterns within open-field tests in rodents.
These differences in how fast an individual deals with novelty could
have important implications on several aspects of the ecology of
a species. For instance, the speed with which an individual explores
a new environment can affect its chance of discovering a new food
patch, or of detecting a predator.

The temporal activity pattern within one open-field test can be
studied using a reaction norm approach (Via et al. 1995; Nussey
et al. 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2010). The reaction norm of a trait
is a function describing the change expressed by a given genotype,
or individual, in this trait across an environmental gradient (Nussey
et al. 2007), such as time (Dingemanse et al. 2010). Thus, individual
temporal activity patterns can be characterized using a function
that describes how activity level varies with time since the begin-
ning of the test (see Fig. 1a). In this test, we assume that the novelty
component of the open-field will decline with the time spent in the
arena, so that the change in activity of an individual over time
reflects its individual reaction norm to declining novelty (Réale
et al. 2007; Martin & Réale 2008; Dingemanse et al. 2010). Indi-
vidual reaction norms can be analysed using random regression
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Figure 1. (a) Hypothetical activity/exploration level of four individuals (‘i’, ‘j’, ‘k’ and ‘l’) sho
open-field test. If individuals display different temporal activity patterns, such as those pred
minute (an index of proactivity) and the cumulative activity/exploration score will be nega
(Nussey et al. 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2010). In our case, random
regressions allowed us to quantify the relationship between
activity level and time since the beginning of the test for each
individual simultaneously. In this study, we tested whether indi-
viduals, or groups of individuals, express different temporal activity
patterns within a single open-field test (or different reaction norms
in activity), which is likely to affect the traditional interpretation of
the variation in total activity level among individuals.

If individuals express different temporal patterns of activity
within open-field tests, then the reliability and meaning of cumu-
lative activity scores (i.e. activity measured over the whole test)
might be affected by the duration of the test. A long open-field test
(Fig. 1a) might show a negative correlation between initial and
cumulative activity scores (i.e. individuals that are more active at
the beginning of the test have a lower cumulative activity score;
Fig. 1b), whereas a shorter open-field test (Fig. 1c) might show
a positive correlation between the two (Fig. 1d). Furthermore,
because of the differences in temporal activity patterns, the total
variance in activity among individuals might change across the test
time frame (Fig. 1a) such that estimates of individual variance and
of repeatability might be affected by the duration of the test. Open-
field tests in rodents use different cutoff times (5 min: Martin &
Réale 2008; 7.5 min: Boon et al. 2007; 30 min: Szechtman et al.
1994; 60 min: Elder et al. 2008; Pietropaolo et al. 2008).
Although some studies addressed the temporal dynamic of activity
during open-field tests, none used an individual approach or
random regression (e.g. Choleris et al. 2001; Kalueff et al. 2006;
Pietropaolo et al. 2008). To our knowledge, no study has assessed
the impact of individual variation in temporal activity patterns on
the measure of total activity (see Walsh & Cummins 1976).
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In this study, we show how random regression, which is typi-
cally used to study individual reaction norms, can circumvent the
potential problems that stem from individual or strain differences
in the temporal pattern of activity during open-field tests. We used
open-field tests conducted on a wild eastern chipmunk, Tamias
striatus, population over 2 years, as well as tests conducted on
captive inbred mouse,Mus musculus, strains (Wahlsten et al. 2003).
First, we show consistent differences in temporal activity patterns
between individuals from a wild population as well as between
inbred mouse strains. We then show that, in tests with short
durations, total activity scores might be robust to the bias caused by
temporal activity patterns. Random regression will enable a clearer
description of the individual or strain behaviour in the open-field
and enable comparisons of open-field results from different studies
using different cutoff times.

METHODS

Mice

We used open-field data from the Mouse Phenome Database
(www.jax.org/phenome), aweb-based repositoryof phenotypic and
genotypic data measured in standardized conditions on commonly
usedmouse strains (Bogue et al. 2007). The database included open-
field data measured on 21 strains from an original study conducted
in two laboratories using the same apparatus, a 40 � 40 � 30 cm
(L �W � H) arena equipped with a photocell grid (Wahlsten et al.
2003). A total of 396 open-field tests were available from the
Mouse Phenome Database. These tests were performed using mice
from 21 laboratory strains with 19 individuals on average per strain
(range 9e24; the name of the strains used and the number of
individuals in each strain are given in the Appendix, Table A1).
Open-field trials (one trial per individual) lasted 5 min. Micewere 9
weeks old. For each test/individual, data included sex, strain, site
(laboratory) of study and the distance covered (in cm) during each
1 min interval. Additional information on measurements and
protocol is available elsewhere (Wahlsten et al. 2003, 2006).

Eastern Chipmunks

Eastern chipmunks are ground-dwelling sciurids foundmostly in
deciduous wooded areas and mature forests of eastern North
America. They are central place foragers that feed mostly on seeds,
nuts, acorns, tubers and small invertebrates (Snyder 1982; Landry-
Cuerrier et al. 2007). Our chipmunk population is located on
a 500 � 500 m flagged grid in southern Quebec, Canada (45�050 N;
72�250 W), in a semi-closed deciduous forest where sugar maple
(Acer saccharum) and American beech (Fagus grandifolia) dominate.
We live-trapped chipmunks from May to November, between 2006
and 2008, using 255 Longworth traps (Longworth Scientific Instru-
ments Ltd, Abingdon, U.K.). In order to trap asmanyof the individuals
present on the grid as possible, we simultaneously used two trapping
strategies:we used traps arranged in a grid fashion, but also set traps
directly at the entrance of each known burrow on the study site.
Trapping at the entrance of a burrow increased the capture rate for
less trappable individuals, hence minimizing sampling bias (Biro &
Dingemanse 2009). We are confident that most individuals on the
study site were trapped and tested in the open-field at least once
during their life. Traps were set at around 0800 hours Eastern
Daylight Time, checked at regular intervals (maximum 2 h) and
closed at dusk. At the first capture, we marked individuals with two
metal eartags (National Band and Tag Co., Newport, KY, U.S.A.) and
a Trovan PIT tag (Eidap Inc., Alberta, Canada), inserted under the skin
in the back. We used no anaesthesia to minimize risks of death. We
also recorded the sex and reproductive status (based on nipple size/
aspect for females and testis position for males). Individuals were
weighed to the nearest gram with a Pesola spring balance (Science
Import Inc., Quebec, Canada). Age class (juvenile or adult) was
determined according to body weight at first capture and repro-
ductive status (nonbreeding individualsweighing less than70 gwere
considered juveniles). Individuals weighing less than 50 g were
released after marking and weighing. Females showing signs of
advanced pregnancy were released as quickly as possible without
being tested in the open-field. All chipmunks were tested within 3 h
after the trap was set. Lactating females were processed within 2 h.
No individuals died during the procedure. Some individuals were
consistently recaptured and tested for up to 4 years on the grid. We
are thus confident that the capture and test protocols did not nega-
tively affect survival. Permits (CIPA 0603-462-0607 and 0507-613-
0509) to conduct this research were obtained from the Canadian
Council onAnimalCare through theUniversitéduQuébecàMontréal.

We quantified activity using an open-field test (Archer 1973; for
a detailed description of the test see Martin & Réale 2008). Open-
field tests were performed on the grid from May to November in
each year. Once captured, chipmunks were carried in the trap from
their capture location to the open-field arena (mean dis-
tance ¼ 131.8 � 85.7 m, range 15e250 m). Briefly, the arena con-
sisted of a rectangular white plastic box (80 � 40 � 40 cm,
L �W � H) with a Plexiglas lid. Animals were allowed to rest in the
trap for 3 min. They were taken gently out of the trap and trans-
ferred to a manipulation mesh bag. We then attached the bag to
a PVC chamber connected to the arena and let the animal walk into
the chamber. Once they were inside the PVC chamber, we gently
pushed the chipmunks into the arena and recorded their behaviour
for 3 min using a Sony camcorder. The experimenter remained
silent and was not visible to the chipmunk during the test. At the
end of the test, each chipmunk was released at its point of capture.
The arena was cleaned with 70% alcohol between successive tests.
We ran 426 open-field tests between 2006 and 2008. We repeated
the open-field test twice on 81 adult chipmunks. As the response of
individuals may decrease across repeated trials (Martin & Réale
2008), a minimum interval of 15 days was kept between succes-
sive open-field tests performed on a given chipmunk. Using
a video-editing program, we superimposed a grid on the open-field
arena (3 � 6 squares) and counted the number of times chipmunks
crossed lines using The Observer 5.0 software (Noldus Information
Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands). We transformed this
variable as the rate of line crosses/min.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyseswere performed using the software R 2.7.1
(R Development Core Team 2009) and the package nlme (Pinheiro
et al. 2009). To assess individual consistency of behaviour in the
open-field, we ran linear mixed models (Pinheiro & Bates 2000) on
the distance covered and the rate of line crosses during a trial for
mice and chipmunks, respectively. These variables will be referred
to hereafter as ‘activity’. We ran two types of models using each
data set: (1) a total activity model, which considered global activity
over the 5 min and 3 min tests for mice and chipmunks, respec-
tively, and (2) a temporal activity pattern model, in which we
recomputed the activity of test subjects at 1 min intervals (mice)
and 30 s intervals (chipmunks).

For the total activity model of mice we included sex, site and
their interaction as fixed effects. To test for variation in total activity
among strains, we fitted mice strain as a random effect. In the
chipmunk model, we included sex, age class, year, date (centred on
the annual mean), reproductive status and trial order (first versus
second test) as fixed effects and individual identity as a random
effect. We also included the number of captures experienced by

http://www.jax.org/phenome


Table 1
Final model for mice total activity (from the Mouse Phenome Database)

Final model

Random effects SD r

VI 747.87 61.2%
VR 595.97

Coefficient±SE t1 P
Intercept 2464.09�171.24 14.39 <0.001
Site �132.48�60.07 �2.21 0.028
Sex* �119.26�60.74 �1.96 0.050

Mouse strain was included as a random effect.
* Female is the reference.
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chipmunks prior to the tests and transportation distance from the
capture location to the arena in a prior model. Transportation
distance had no effect on activity in open-field (t1,426 ¼ �1.11,
P ¼ 0.268) and number of captures was highly correlated with the
date of the test (Pearson correlation: r424 ¼ 0.52, P < 0.001). We
thus chose not to include these two variables in subsequent anal-
yses. Model selection was run using a backward stepwise deletion
method until all the remaining terms were significant (i.e. final
cumulative activity models; Crawley 2005). Residuals from the
models for the mice data deviated weakly from normality.
However, since rank transformation yielded similar results, we also
present the results obtained from the raw data analyses. The rate of
line crosses by chipmunks was square-root transformed.

We tested whether the individual (chipmunks) or the strain
(mouse) variance (hereafter VI) was significantly different from
0 using a log-likelihood ratio test (one degree of freedom) between
the final total activity model including the random effect of interest
and a model excluding it, while keeping the fixed effects structure
constant (Pinheiro & Bates 2000). For each final model, we esti-
mated repeatability of activity as r ¼ (VI � 100)/(VI þ VR), where VI
represents the variance in activity between individuals/strains and
VR is the residual or variance in activity within individuals/strains
(Lessels & Boag 1987).

For the temporal activity pattern models, we first ran a prelim-
inary analysis using a regression of time intervals on activity and
polynomial contrasts to test for the presence of nonlinear temporal
trends in activity. This model yielded no significant nonlinear
components of activity across time intervals (data not shown),
although it is possible that limited statistical power might have
hampered our detection of such trends. Thus, time intervals were
treated as linear continuous variables in all subsequent analyses for
both data sets. We used the same models as described above for
total activity, including time intervals as an additional fixed effect in
each model. We estimated individual temporal activity patterns by
fitting individual identity (i.e. differences in intercept among indi-
viduals, VI; Nussey et al. 2007) and the interaction between time
interval and individual identity as random effects (i.e. differences in
slope among individuals, VS; Nussey et al. 2007). Pinheiro & Bates
(2000) recommended centering fixed effects on their median.
However, in our situation, we wanted to obtain an estimate of
individual intercept at the beginning of the test. We therefore used
noncentred fixed effects for these analyses. We tested for the
significance of both random effects by comparing three models
with the same fixed effect structure in a hierarchical manner: (1)
a model with the final fixed effect structure but no random effect,
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Figure 2. Mean activity during time intervals for (a) mice and (b) chipmunks in open-field t
Intervals represent 1 SE.
(2) a model identical tomodel 1 but with a random effect relative to
the intercept and (3) a model with both random effects (intercept
and slope). We comparedmodels 1 and 2 to test for the significance
of the random effect relative to the intercept (VI), and we compared
models 2 and 3 to test for the significance of the random effect
related to the slope (VS). We used a log-likelihood ratio test
(described above) to compare models (Pinheiro & Bates 2000).

We also examined the covariance between the slope and the
intercept (COVI,S) to test for the presence of consistent differences.
A negative covariance between the intercept and the slope in the
final model would indicate the existence of a pattern similar to that
in Fig. 1a. We tested for a significant covariance between the
intercept and slope by comparing our final temporal activity model
(i.e. model 3 described above), which assumes a covariance
between these two random effects, with a fourth model in which
the same random effects were fitted as two separate parameters
(i.e. without covariance). The two models were compared using
a log-likelihood ratio test (one degree of freedom) as described
above. Finally, we estimated the correlation between initial and
cumulative activity to assess the level of similarity between the two
measures. P values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

Mice

Total activity ranged from 1247 to 6279 cm. The final total activity
model included site and sex as fixed effects (Table 1). Although the
effect sizewas small, femaleswere significantlymore active thanmales
(females: 2449.33� 719.86 cm, N¼ 205; males: 2321.88� 731.15 cm,
N¼ 191). We also detected a small but significant difference in mean
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Table 2
Final model for mice temporal activity pattern (from the Mouse Phenome Database)

Final model

Random effects SD r COVI,S

VI 184.87 59.3% �0.603
VS 25.90
VR 153.24

Coefficient±SE t1 P
Intercept 579.76�41.45 13.99 <0.001
Time interval �29.05�6.17 �4.71 <0.001
Site �26.63�6.91 �3.85 <0.001
Sex* �23.86�6.99 �3.42 <0.001

Mice strain as well as an interaction between mice strain and time interval were
included as random effects. VI ¼ individual variance; VS ¼ variance in the slope;
VR ¼ residual variance; r ¼ repeatability.

* Female is the reference.
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activity between the two study sites (Edmonton: 2440.16� 729.51 cm,
N¼ 200; Portland: 2334.49� 722.80 cm, N¼ 196). The interaction
between these main fixed effects was rejected from the model
(all P> 0.4). Total activity differed significantly between strains with
a repeatability of 61.2% (log-likelihood ratio test: c2

1 ¼ 295:99,
P< 0.001).

Overall, activity decreased with time interval (Fig. 2a). We
detected a highly significant interaction between mouse strain and
time interval (VS; log-likelihood ratio test: c2

1 ¼ 70:94, P < 0.001;
see Table 2), meaning that strains showed different temporal
activity patterns in the arena. The repeatability of mouse strain
temporal activity patterns was 59.3% (log-likelihood ratio test:
c2
1 ¼ 1166:54, P < 0.001).
There was a significant negative covariance between the inter-

cept (activity during the first time interval) and slope (i.e. the
decrease in activity over time; log-likelihood ratio test: c2

1 ¼ 7:64,
P ¼ 0.006; see Tables 2, 3). Strains showing higher activity levels at
the beginningof the test thus decreased their activitymore abruptly.
We also detected a positive correlation between initial activity
(during the first minute) and cumulative activity (Pearson correla-
tion: r160 ¼ 0.81, P < 0.001; Fig. 3a). Strains showing high activity
during thefirstminute also tended to bemore active for the duration
of the test. However, the variance of values predicted by the strain
reaction norms decreased with time during the test (see Fig. 4a).

Chipmunks

Total activity ranged from 0.7 to 53.3 line crosses/min. It did not
change between the first and second test for females (transformed
Table 3
Tests for significance of random effects of the temporal activity models of open-field tes

N AIC Log(L) df

Mice 21
1 26896.25 �13443.13 5
2 25731.71 �12859.86 6
3 25664.77 L12824.39 8
4 25670.41 �12828.21 7

Chipmunks 81
1 3531.39 �1751.70 14
2 3383.51 �1676.76 15
3 3366.73 L1666.36 17
4 3369.51 �1668.75 16

For each data set (mice and chipmunks), model 1 includes the final fixed effects structu
a random effect over the intercept (VI). Model 3 contains the same effects as model 2 as w
fixed and random effects as model 3, but random effects are held independent. Aikake Inf
for each model. Estimates from the best model of open-field tests (bold) are presented s

* Log-likelihood ratio tests (one degree of freedom).
data: first test¼ 4.38� 0.65; second test¼ 4.25� 0.66; N¼ 88
females), whereas males decreased their activity level (first
test¼ 4.51� 0.51; second test¼ 3.65� 0.61; N¼ 74 males). Trial
order also interacted with the date of test, meaning that chipmunks
tested for the second time late during the trapping season were less
active (see Table 4). Chipmunks became more active with advancing
dates, but this increase in activity differed between years. An inter-
action between age class and year indicated that juveniles were less
active than adults in 2006 (adults¼ 4.01� 0.69, N¼ 77;
juveniles¼ 2.58� 0.56, N¼ 3) and 2008 (adults¼ 4.38� 0.53,
N¼ 19; juveniles¼ 3.05,N¼ 1) but not in 2007 (adults¼ 4.43� 0.49,
N¼ 51; juveniles¼ 4.84� 0.44, N¼ 11). This interaction needs to be
treated with caution because only a few juveniles were tested each
year. All other interactions aswell as reproductive statuswere rejected
from themodel (all P> 0.2, except an interaction between sex and age
class with P¼ 0.1). Repeatability for the total activitymodel was 29.8%
(log-likelihood ratio test: c2

1 ¼ 6:88, P¼ 0.009). Analysis of temporal
activity patterns showed that chipmunks decreased their activity
significantly during tests (see Fig. 2b, Table 5). This final temporal
activity model was largely similar to the final cumulative activity
model. Yet, we detected an additional interaction between age class
and time interval, meaning that juveniles decreased their activity level
less abruptly during the test (Table 5). All other interactions as well as
the reproductive status of chipmunks were rejected from the model
(all P> 0.1). We detected a significant interaction between time
interval and chipmunk identity, meaning that chipmunks showed
different temporal activity patterns (log-likelihood ratio test:
c2
1 ¼ 20:78, P< 0.001). Repeatability computed from the final

temporal activity pattern model was 32.1% (log-likelihood ratio test:
c2
1 ¼ 149:87, P< 0.001).
As with mice, we found a significantly negative covariance

between the intercept and slope (log-likelihood ratio test:
c2
1 ¼ 4:78, P ¼ 0.028; see Tables 3, 5). Initial rate of line crosses

from the first 30 s of the test was also correlated with the rate of
line crosses computed from the whole test (Pearson correlation:
r160 ¼ 0.63, P < 0.001; Fig. 3b). Individuals showing high activity at
the beginning of the test thus tended to spend more time active
over the whole test. Contrary to the mouse data, variance of values
predicted by the individual reaction norms increased with time
during the test (see Fig. 4b).
DISCUSSION

We found that both cumulative and initial activity scores are
repeatable in two species living under laboratory and natural
settings. We also found that individual eastern chipmunks from
ts for mice and chipmunks

Test Component tested c2* P

1 vs 2 Intercept (VI) 1166.54 <0.001
2 vs 3 Slope (VS) 70.94 <0.001
3 vs 4 COVI,S 7.64 0.006

1 vs 2 Intercept (VI) 149.87 <0.001
2 vs 3 Slope (VS) 20.78 <0.001
3 vs 4 COVI,S 4.78 0.028

re with no random effect. Model 2 contains the same fixed effects as model 1, with
ell as an additional random effect over the slope (VI; VS). Model 4 contains the same
ormation Criterion (AIC), log likelihood (log(L)) and degrees of freedom are reported
eparately for mice and chipmunks.
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Figure 3. Relationships between initial activity (during the first time interval) and total activity for (a) mice and (b) chipmunks in open-field tests.
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a free-ranging population changed their activity within a single
open-field test. We found a similar pattern for mouse strains used
in laboratory studies. Importantly, we detected a strong negative
relationship between the individual/strain initial activity and the
individual/strain slope of activity with time, indicating that indi-
viduals or strains that were more active at the beginning of the
open-field test also showed the stronger decline in activity over the
course of the test. In our study, the initial activity level yielded
a valid measure of cumulative activity level for both species, sug-
gesting that the observed differences in temporal activity patterns
did not bias the detection of activity in shorter open-field tests.

We were able to quantify a consistent component of activity in
chipmunks using a test of only 3 min. Our study therefore shows
that short open-field tests are a valid measure of interindividual
differences in activity at least in some rodent species. Although it
was not possible to predict individual activity during repeated
open-field tests based solely on the first trial (repeatability esti-
mates were small), significant repeatability estimates showed that
such differences in activity between individuals were stable and
could lead to systematic biases (see below). Furthermore, our
repeatability estimates for measures of cumulative activity for
individual chipmunks are comparable to estimates from open-field
tests conducted on individual domestic mice selected for long or
short attack latencies (r ¼ 30%; van Oortmerssen & Bakker 1981).
Repeatability estimates from our chipmunk population are similar
to those obtained previously in a different population of eastern
chipmunks by Martin & Réale (2008) that ranged between 23 and
43%, and smaller than the estimates reported by Boon et al. (2007)
for red squirrels, Tamiasciurus hudsonicus, using the same open-
field methods (estimates ranged between 37 and 68%). These two
studies, however, only reported the total activity level of
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Figure 4. Variance associated with differences between (a) individual chipmunks or (b) mice
temporal activity pattern for both data sets and were corrected for fixed effects.
individuals and used principal component analyses to sum up the
behaviours displayed by individuals during open-field tests. It
would be interesting to reanalyse these studies using a random
regression approach in order to yield repeatability estimates
comparable to ours. Repeatability estimates of activity and explo-
ration in novel environments in more distantly related species,
such as great tits, Parus major (range 27e66%; Dingemanse et al.
2002), are also comparable to our values. The study used the
minimum time required for the exploration of a finite number of
elements in the arena as a measure of activity. This measure has the
advantage of not being affected by individual differences in
temporal patterns. However, Dingemanse et al. (2002) used
a maximum of 10 min for the test and gave the maximum score to
all the individuals that had not completed exploration at the end of
the trial. Although we are confident that the authors chose the
maximum time carefully and that most individuals completed
exploration of the elements in the arena, the cutoff time chosen can
affect the phenotypic variance and the repeatability estimates.

We also found that individual chipmunks and mouse strains
differed in their temporal activity patterns. Although Wilson et al.
(1976) reported species differences in temporal activity patterns
within open-field tests, we are aware of no studies reporting
consistent individual differences in temporal activity patterns in
rodents. Activity in the open-field is often used as a measure of
exploration in rodents (Archer 1973; Walsh & Cummins 1976). In
such cases, individual differences in temporal activity patterns
showing a negative covariance between initial activity and rate of
decrease over time can be interpreted as evidence for different
exploration patterns: some individuals explore their environment
in a superficial way (i.e. they initially move more in the arena, but
rapidly decrease their movements over time), while, at the other
Time intervals (30 s)

30 60 90 120 150 180

strains in temporal activity patterns. Data were predicted by the final model analysing



Table 4
Final model for chipmunk total activity

Final model

Random effects SD r
VI 0.562 29.8%
VR 0.862

Coefficient±SE t1 P
Intercept 4.42�0.34 12.91 <0.001
Date 0.03�0.01 2.54 0.013
Year (2007)* 0.14�0.21 0.67 0.503
Year (2008)* 0.28�0.34 0.83 0.412
Trial order �0.01�0.23 �0.06 0.955
Sexy 0.69�0.46 1.50 0.139
Age classz �2.07�0.71 �2.93 0.005
Date � year (2007)* 0.01�0.01 2.02 0.047
Date � year (2008)* 0.02�0.01 2.26 0.027
Date � trial order �0.02�0.01 �3.23 0.002
Trial order � sexy �0.68�0.28 �2.40 0.019
Year (2007)* � age class 2.44�0.81 3.00 0.004
Year (2008)* � age class 0.88�1.24 0.71 0.479

Chipmunk identity was included as a random effect.
* 2006 is the reference.
y Female is the reference.
z Adult is the reference.
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extreme, some other individuals display a ‘thorough’ exploration
pattern, with a sustained activity level over time. Such stable
differences in exploration pattern could be related to the rate of
exploration, as measured in birds, showing that some individuals
consistently take less time to visit (or explore) a finite number of
objects (i.e. they are faster explorers; Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent
et al. 2003; Carere et al. 2005 and references therein).

In our study, activity measured over the whole test was strongly
correlatedwith activity during the first time interval in both species
tested, probably because total test duration was so short. When
individual/strain intercept and slope are negatively correlated,
phenotypic variance can vary with test duration (Nussey et al.
2007). Variance will indeed be minimal when measured around
the point where slopes cross (i.e. at minute 4 on Fig. 1a). On the
other hand, tests conducted with durations that are far from the
Table 5
Final model of chipmunk temporal activity pattern

Final model

Random effects SD r COVI,S

VI 0.812 32.1% �0.518
VS 0.006
VR 1.182

Coefficient±SE t1 P
Intercept 6.35�0.24 26.45 <0.001
Time interval �0.02�0.00 �17.17 <0.001
Date 0.02�0.01 2.67 0.008
Year (2007)* 0.18�0.17 1.06 0.288
Year (2008)* 0.15�0.26 0.58 0.559
Trial order 0.03�0.14 0.23 0.819
Sexy 0.73�0.30 2.44 0.017
Age classz �1.15�0.42 �2.74 0.006
Date � year (2007)* 0.02�0.00 4.24 <0.001
Date � year (2008)* 0.03�0.01 3.94 <0.001
Date � trial order �0.01�0.00 �3.98 <0.001
Trial order � sexy �0.70�0.16 �4.35 <0.001
Time interval � age class 0.01�0.00 2.21 0.027

Chipmunk identity and an interaction between chipmunk identity and time interval
were included as random effects. VI ¼ individual variance; VS ¼ variance in the
slope; VR ¼ residual variance; r ¼ repeatability.

* 2006 is the reference.
y Female is the reference.
z Adult is the reference.
intersection of the slopes will detect higher variance (i.e. at the first
minute on Fig. 1a). In our study, variance in activity level of indi-
viduals and strains differed over time: activity level increased for
chipmunks but decreased for mice. This finding suggests that the
reaction norms cross was closer to the beginning of the test in
chipmunks and closer to the end of the test in mice. In other words,
chipmunks showed similar patterns of activity early in the test but
differing patterns of activity over time, whereas mice strains
showed highly contrasting activity levels early in the test but more
similar activity patterns over time. Such a systematic trend in
variance might affect the magnitude of the repeatability estimates
and complicate comparisons between studies.

We validated the use of short open-field tests as a measure of
individual activity levels. Open-field tests used to study animal
behaviour vary in length, which might bias measurement of indi-
vidual activity if individuals express temporal activity patterns
differently. Although we detected no bias within our data sets, we
urge researchers to consider using the approach presented here to
avoid such potential bias. Total activity levels and temporal activity
patterns may differ between species or populations. The recent
statistical methods advocated by van de Pol & Wright (2009) may
enable comparison of data from open-field tests of different dura-
tions. However, we recommend that future studies use random
regression, as it enables the direct analysis of temporal activity
patterns, thus yielding more reliable results and facilitating
comparison of results from different studies.
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